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 Cavity tray guidance 
 

This guidance is not exhaustive but contains the points that are considered fundamental.  
The NHBC guidance is mainly referred to although it is acknowledged that manufacturers 
may have slightly different guidance but the fundamental objective is the same 

  

 Inspection – At first lift height when the cavity trays have been installed but can still be 
seen 

  

 Click on the underlined blue words and NHBC Standards for guidance  
  

 The NHBC check list should be downloaded and used on each house type of the site.  The 
guidance applies to all cavity walls. There is also further background reading 

  

1 Cavity trays should be laid using complete lengths of dpc. If more than one piece is required 
the ends of the cavity trays should be turned up 65mm into the same perp joint.  Using 
adhesive/tape to form a join should only be used as a last resort and then strictly in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s installation details   

  

2 Cavity trays should be provided directly on top of all lintels including where soldier courses 
are installed.  The tray should extend past the end of the lintel and the ends turned up 
65mm into the perp joint 

  

3 Cavity trays are required in parapet walls, directly above air bricks, ducts, termination of 
cavity wall insulation and any bridging of the external cavity wall. 

 

4 At abutments the cavity tray should be bedded so that the joint 
beneath the cavity tray can be raked out to a depth of at least 
25mm to enable the flashing to be tucked under the cavity tray. 

 

  

5 At the top pitch roof abutment there should be at least a 75mm 
upstand (for aesthetic reasons this should be no more than 
150mm).  You can also view a 3D drawing by clicking on it   
 
At flat roof and balcony abutments there should be a minimum 
150mm upstand.  For balconies there is an NHBC check list 

  

6 Where the side of a pitch roof abuts a cavity wall the correct setting out of the cavity tray is 
essential.  A single truss should be requested to be included with the preceding truss order 
or as a secondary method a dummy truss can be made up.   A string line when set up to 
take account of the batten and tile depth would normally be between 120mm and 150mm 
dependant on the profile of the roof covering.  More details can be seen in the NHBC 
magazine 
 
A video showing the correct installation of preformed cavity trays can be viewed here 

  

7 Weep holes should be provided every 450mm in masonry face work and 1m in rendered 
walls above horizontal cavity trays. At the base of a preformed stepped tray a single weep 
hole is required.  

  

8 Cavity trays to stone lintels and to stone cills need to be installed.  Also see page 18 of the 
UKSCA technical manual 

  

9 Cavity trays should be provided to any stepped abuttment of bay windows and linked to the 
vertical dpc/cavity each side of the bay. 
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